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ABSTRACT 
Space Cube 2 is the first SpaceWire based satellite onboard system controller in Japan 
as well as the first real application of ELEGANT (Electric Design Guidance Tool for 
Space Use) ELAGANT, which is developed by JAXA (Japan Aerospace Exploration 
Agency).  ELEGANT has the capability of top down design using hardware and 
software collaborating design methodology.  It will realize high quality and rapid 
design of satellite onboard digital circuits. 

The system level specification is modelled as behaviours and channels, which is 
described in SpecC language at the first step in ELEGANT design flow. Designers 
don't have to make specific design concerning neither hardware implementation nor 
software implementation in this phase.  The specification model can be verified by 
simulation subsystem within the specification model simulator.  After the 
specification is verified, designers can evaluate and select among possible 
architectures assisted by the architecture exploration tool.  Evaluation based on 
processing speed, software execution steps and hardware scale in accordance with 
several hardware-software partitioning is possible.  In consequence, designers can 
select the most suitable architecture for their project demands.  Once the architecture 



is fixed, designers don't have to re-design the hardware implementation portion, 
because the behaviour description written in SpecC is synthesized into HDL 
(hardware description language) directly with behaviour synthesis tool included in 
ELEGANT framework.  The capacity of synthesized hardware on FPGAs or ASICs 
are slightly larger than ones which are logically synthesized from hand-coded HDL, 
and compact enough for space use. 

Since SpaceWire is realized in digital implementation, it is one of the most suitable 
application for system level verification and validation as well as behaviour synthesis. 


